There are these dick pills called Zhen Gongfu that come in a little red box. All the text is
in Chinese except one line that reads: take effect in 15minutes and last for 180 hours. I started
taking them in New Orleans. My friend Xaq brought me to get them at the tiny gas station
convenience store that’s blue and orange near Esplanade on Rampart. I took them before i would
dance so that if somebody started touching I could give them a bone no matter how I felt or who
they were. It works. I make a lot more money when strangers can cause a quick errection. One of
the first times the guy got me hard and we got to playing he followed me in the bathroom.
wouldn’t let me out the stall. I’d gotten him real horney. He pushed me down and my face almost
hit the toilet bowl. He pulled out his dick and held my head and mouth level with it. It didn’t take
long to make him cum and I never did fall into the shitter luckily. I started noticing after the
second or third time I took them though that I get really light headed, almost nauseous, and my
eyes feel strange, can feel them throbbing. i feel the blood moving through me like i never usually
do.
I ordered 3 boxes online cause I couldn't find them anywhere in chicago. I’ve got close to 100
now. I just noticed the box also says “This product is the substitute for American Viagra
(apparently they are illegal or not approved by the FDA because viagra is actually present in
smaller non uniform amounts and the full list of ingredients or herbs isn’t published. But
nonetheless, it’s a cheap way to get a small dose of viagra without a prescription) successfully
developed by the Hong Kong Honguei Biological Research Center in 2007 after years of clinical
trials and the best challenger of Xilishi. It can quickly elongate thicken and enlarge the penis to
effectively rescue you fram short sexual intercourse time, take good therapeutic effect on
preventing impotence and premature ejaculation prolonging the time of sexual intercourse,
treating incurable are ction. It stays in the human body as long as 180 hours without causing side
effects of dependence. It does not cause face flushing, cardioacceleration, nausea, or headache. It
does not affect heart diseases, hypertension or diabetes. It is of good therap eutic effect on
prostate disease Alcohol does not interfere with its therapeutic effect.
I’ve always been more romantic than lusty. I grew up with ideals of virginity until
marriage. When I told this to my first boyfriend at 19 he said “come here colin, this is ridiculous,
we’re doing this,” and eased my dick into his ass. It felt good, so I went with it. I always resented
him a little for thinking he could just decide I was wrong and that it was his right to save me.
Although I’m glad I’m not still a virgin. Anyway, Ryan, my first real adult boyfriend got my fullon crazy when we broke up, and I drove him a little insane by dating his ex boyfriend
immediately after (it was the rural deep south, options were scant). So i guess that’s the risk of
breaking in a Catholic-reared virgin. They may try to kill themselves when you leave them, call

you to rescue them from the tub that they may or may not be ODing in, and then steal your ex to
stay on your mind indefinitely.
I still think of sex as more special than meeting an animal urge. Through strip dancing and
dating, I’ve discovered that on the whole in the gay community treating sex as special or
significant beyond a pleasure akin to exercise is often read as a sign of asexuality or frigidity.
Alas, when I do give in to sex that’s sprung upon me at random, it can be hard for me to stick
with it mentally and bodily. I’m not the most dedicated to sensuality or pleasure. I’m more
observant/analytical when faced with phenomenas of the human body. So, I’ve taken to keeping
these dick pills around all the time, using them not only for the much older unattractive men, but
in any situation where I feel I’ll be called upon to entice the penis to bloat and cum.
I like to have sex in the morning or afternoon. I think it’s because morning or afternoon sex
usually happens with someone I’ve shared a bed or a day with, someone I’ve grown to trust and
become fond of. I keep popping the pills and fucking strangers cause i wanna understand that
urge and satisfaction so specific to gay men. I started shooting whiskey frequently to dispel
hesitation and worry over unfamiliar experiences. Ultimately I think I may be destroying myself
in order to pretend to live as someone who is a stranger to me. When I cum inside another, I
almost always fantasize about us in real love, as i reach orgasm. Then I sober up from euphoria,
look around at the shitty dingy bedroom, listen closely to what they’re actually saying, and want
to run.

